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AimsAimsAims

The objective is to provide students with the adequate tools to perform a tailor-
made Bayesian inference for each statistical problem they have to solve. Therefore,
we begin with general notions of statistical inference dicussing why we choose the
Bayesian way, making the emphasis in the use of default priors and the basic notions
of Bayesian inference which are applied to the inference for linear models.

Then, we deal with Bayesian computing presenting the MCMC methods for si-
mulation which allow us to simulate from the posterior distribution in the case we are
not able to analytically obtain it, this is what allow us to model in a tailor-made fashion
keeping at the same time the capacity to solve the proposed model. Finally, we deal
with the specific problems of Bayesian model selection and Bayesian inference for
diffusion processes.

ProgrammeProgrammeProgramme

1. The general problem of statistical inference. Frequentist and Bayesian appro-
ximations.

2. Prior information. Default priors.
3. Elements of Bayesian inference.
4. Bayesian linear models.
5. Bayesian computing.
6. Bayesian model selection.
7. Bayesian inference for diffusion processes.
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MethodologyMethodologyMethodology

The course is double oriented, it is both theoretical and applied oriented. First,
we develop the theory to perform a Bayesian analysis and then we use recent de-
velopments in Monte Carlo and MCMC methods which allow us to implement the
above mentioned analysis along some practical lessons.

Assessment criteriaAssessment criteriaAssessment criteria

Practical part: students must present a relation of properly solved problems with
different levels of difficulty about the items of the programme.

Theoretical part: students should pass a theoretical exam of the program, or
alternatively, they have to present an advanced discussion about some item of the
programme.

PLS

N Panoramic view of the Athletics Stadium ((Monte Romero)), in whose interior a fitness
room is located.
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